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PREAMBLE
The support services personnel of Penn Yan Central School District, Yates County Local,
The Civil Service Employees Association, Inc., Local 1000, AFSCME, AFL-CIO, for and on
behalf of the Yates County Local 862, Penn Yan Central School District Unit hereinafter referred
to as the "association," and the Superintendent of Schools of the Penn Van Central School
District, hereinafter referred to as the "school district," declare it to be their mutual policy that in
order to promote harmonious relations between the school district and .its employees, the
principal of collective bargaining is to be employed, pursuant to New York State Public
Employees' Fair Employment Act.
The parties to this agreement hereby agree not to limit employment with the school
district or membership in the association to any person because of his race, color, sex, creed or
national origin.
This agreement is made and entered into on this 4th day of November, 1998, by and
between the Superintendent and the association.
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ARTICLE I
Recognition
This agreement is predicated on the recognition by the Superintendent of the Penn Yan
Central School District and of the Civil Service Employees Association, Inc., Local 1000
AFSCME, AFL-CIG, Yates County Local 862, Penn Yan Central School District Unit as the
sole and exclusive bargaining agent of all support services employees of the school district,
excluding the supervisory and confidential positions of Administrator for Finance and
Technology, Director of Transportation, Director of Food Service, Director of Physical Plant,
Secretary to the Superintendent, Secretary to the Administrator for Finance and Technology,
Senior Account Clerk, Account Clerk, and Treasurer/Payroll Clerk, and that this recognition shall
extend for the period of this contract, subject to the provisions of the Civil Service Law and
regulations of the Public Employment Relations Board.
-4-
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ARTICLE II
Manaeement Riehts
1. The union recognizes that all of the functions, rights, powers, responsibilities and authority
of the employer in regard to the operation of its school district and the direction of its work
force which the employer has not specifically abridged, deleted, delegated, granted or
modified by this agreement are, and shall remain, exclusively those of the employer.
2. Not by way of limitation of the foregoing clause, the employer retains the right and
responsibility, subject always to the terms of this agreement, to (1) hire, discharge, transfer,
suspend and discipline employees for just cause; (2) to determine the number of employees
required to be employed, laid off or discharged; (3) to determine the qualifications of
employees including those qualifications as from time to time may be set by any state or
federal regulatory agency; (4) to determine the starting and quitting time and the reasonable
number of hours to be worked by its employees; (5) make any and all reasonable rules and
regulations; (6) determine the work assignments of its employees; (7) determine the basis
for selection, retention and promotion of employees to or for occupations not within the
bargaining unit established by this agreement; (8) determine the type of equipment and the
sequence of work processes; (9) determine to make technological alterations by revising
either processes or equipment or both; (10) determine work standards and the quality and
quantity of work to be produced; (11) select and locate facilities; (12) establish, expand,
transfer, and/or consolidate work processes and facilities; (13) consolidate, merge or
otherwise transfer any or all of its facilities, property, processes or work with or to any
other entity or effect or change in any respect the legal status, management or responsibility
of such property, facilities, processes or work; (14) terminate or eliminate all or any part of
its work or facilities. It is agreed that numbers 12, 13, and 14 of this paragraph 2. shall not
be interpreted to permit the employer to subcontract work without prior negotiations with
the association.
3. The union agrees~in recognition of management's rights, not to request the employer to
bargain with respect to the foregoing during the term of this agreement except as otherwise
specifically provided for herein either as to the basic decision or as to the effect of that
decision upon wages, hours and other terms and conditions of employment.
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ARTICLE III
Association Security
1. The school district shall deduct from the wages of each employee and send to the Civil
Service Employees Association, Inc., regular membership dues and any CSEA insurance
premiums for those employees authorizing such deductions pursuant to the agreement
reached between the association and the district business office. The association hereby
agrees that it will not hold the school district liable and will hold it harmless for any claim
under the check-off.
The school district agrees to grant exclusive dues check-off to the Civil Service Employees
Association, Inc.
2. Membership in the association shall be voluntary, and there shall be no discrimination,
interference, restraint, or coercion by anybody against any employee because of his
membership or lack of membership in the association.
3. The Civil Service Employees Association, Inc., having been recognized or certified as the
executive representative of employees within the bargaining unit represented by this
agreement shall be effective July 1, 1995, have deductions made from the wage or salary of
employees of said bargaining unit who are not members of the Civil Service Employees
Association, Inc. The employer shall make such deductions and transmit the amount so
deducted, along with a listing of such employees, to the Civil Service Employees
Association, Inc., 143 Washington Avenue, Albany, New York, 12210. The CSEA and its
unit members agree to hold the District and its agents harmless from any and all claims
which may result from the implementation of this provision.
4. The association shall have the right to represent employees in the defined bargaining unit in
any and all proceedings under the Public Employee's Fair Employment Act, under any
other applicable law, rule, regulation, or statute, under the .terms and conditions of this
agreement, to designate its representatives and to appear on behalf of, to effect such
representation; to direct, manage, and govern its own affairs, to determine those matters
which the membership wish to negotiate, and to pursue these objectives free from any
interference, restraining, coercion, or discrimination by anybody. The association shall have
the right to pursue any matter or issue in accordance with the grievance and arbitration
procedure of this agreement.
5. If an employee is charged pursuant to Section 75 of the Civil Service Law, he shall be
informed immediately of his right to representation, and the chairman of the association
grievance committee, or his designee, shall be informed immediately as to the facts and
circumstances, if the employee so desires.
6. The association shall have the right to post notices and other communications on bulletin
boards in areas where bargaining unit members work provided, however, the content of the
notices is not derogatory or controversial. The school district agrees that the facilities of
- 6 -
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the school shall be available for association meetings when such use does not interfere with
any scheduled events or involve any cost to the school district. It is agreed that any
employee scheduled to work on the day of the meeting shall not be allowed to leave his
work location to attend the meeting. Application for use of the facilities shall be made in
accordance with already established procedures and solely for support services employees
of the Yates County Local of the Civil Service Employees Association, Inc.
7. The association shall have the right to designate a representative of the association's health
and accident insurance program, and of the association's life insurance program, to visit the
employees covered under this agreement, on the job, for the purpose of interesting them in
this protection and/or adjusting any claims, provided, however, the appropriate school
official is notified, and assurance is given him that a minimum interruption in the work of
the employee will be involved. If, in the opinion of the Superintendent, this right is being
abused, she may withdraw her permission of such activity.
8. For the purpose of administering, adjusting, or interpreting the terms and conditions of this
agreement, the association Labor Relations Specialist shall have the right to visit the
employees covered under this agreement, on the job, however, the appropriate school
district official shall be notified, and total assurance given him that a minimum interruption
in the work of the employee will be involved. If in the opinion of the Superintendent, this
right is being abused, she may withdraw her permission for such activity.
9. The unit president and/or appointed designees shall be permitted to attend CSEA meetings
or conferences with no loss of pay, not to exceed six (6) days per year. The school district
shall be notified at least one (1) week in advance of such meetings, and time off shall be
conditional by the availability of a substitute to cover the employee's normal working
hours. Furthermore, time off to attend such meetings shall be granted in half-day segments.
- 7 -
ARTICLE IV
Public Employee's Fair Employment Act Obligations
1. Pursuant to Section 210, Subdivision 1, of the Public Employee's Fair Employment Act,
the association hereby affirms that it does not have, and will not assert, the right to strike
against the school district, to assist or participate in any such strike, or to impose an
obligation upon its membership to conduct, assist, or participate in any such strike.
2. IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISION OF
THIS AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT ITS
IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT BY LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE
ADDITIONAL FUNDS, THEREFORE, SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL
THE APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN APPROVAL.
- 8 -
ARTICLE V
Salaries and Wa2es
1. See Salary Schedules attached.
2. Longevity Increment
Base Salary
10 Years*
Service
Effective
July 1,
1999
376
500
624
750
873
Effective
July 1,
2000
3'87
515
643
773
899
0-3000
3001-7000
5001- 7000
7001-9000
900 I-Over
Effective
July 1,
1998
364
484
604
726
846
*1.
Each 5 Years *
After 10 Years Service
Effective Effective Effective
July 1, July 1, July 1,
1998 1999 2000
182 188 194
242 250 258
302 312 321
363 375 386
423 437 450
Longevity is to be paid on a pro-rated basis beginning with the pay period following the
anniversary date of the appropriate number of years of continuous service in the district.
(Appropriate years of continuous service shall be all years divisible by five, beginning with
the tenth year).
2. Base Salary refers to an employee's base salary including annual increments, but not
including any other money added to the employee's base salary such as (but not limited to)
longevity pay, merit pay, and license stipends.
3. Overtime
All full-time employees shall receive overtime at the rate of time and one-half (1 1/2) their
hourly rate for all hours worked in excess of their normal work week. All other employees
shall receive overtime at the rate of time and one-half their normal hourly rate for all hours
worked over forty (40) in one week.
All paid time shall be considered as time worked for the computation of overtime.
All overtime must be approved in advance by the immediate supervisor or the
Superintendent or her designee.
Overtime shall be offered to the most senior employee within a position, within that
building. If the most senior employee declines the overtime, the next senior employee in
that position in the building shall be offered overtime. Overtime shall be rotated within the
building before asking another employee in that position in another building.
Any employee who is called back to work more than one (1) hour after the end of hislher
normal work shift will receive a minimum of two (2) hours call back pay at the regular rate.
- 9 -
Call back pay will not apply to hours immediately preceding an employee's normal shift.
4. Should any part-time position at any time during the school year have additional paid time
added to same, and should such added time be in excess of one (1) hour per week, then such
position shall be posted and the most qualified bidding employee shall be awarded such
position.
1:1 aides for children with disabilities will remain with their student until the end of the
school year.
5. Any employee substituting in a position in a higher civil service classification shall be paid
at the higher rate of pay. This temporary appointment must be approved by the
Superintendent or her designee prior to the position being filled.
6. A minimum stipend of $35 per day/$17.50 per half day will be paid to CSEA employees
who elects and participates in the district in service workshops on days when school is not
. .In sessIon.
7. It shall be the employee's responsibility to make application to the Business Office for the
longevity increment. A longevity increment shall be added to the established annual salary
of all employees who are on an established salary schedule, and shall be granted upon
application of the employee and upon verification of entitlement by the Business Office.
8. All employees will be required to register their work hours on the clocking device located in
the facility. The location of the clocking device shall be mutually agreed upon by the
association and the school district.
9. The school district with the consent of the association reserves the right to 'provide
additional compensation in the total amount of $2,000 to employees during the course of
this agreement for services considered to be exemplary. The parties agree to develop a
schedule of criteria consisting of objective factors which will be utilized by the school
district in determining who shall be selected for exemplary commitment to the district.
1.0. A $75.00 annual stipend will be paid to employees who are selected by the district to earn
and to retain specific licenses as required by law and as needed in the operation of our
schools. For instance, special certification is required for asbestos, electric, boiler,
refrigeration and pesticide work, nurses and 19-a examiners.
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ARTICLE VI
Retirement
1. It is hereby agreed that the school district will take the necessary steps to make the non-
contributory 25-year career retirement plan (Sections 75-i, 75-g) available to its employees
under this agreement with the following benefit riders:
(A) $20,000 death benefit.
(B) Conversion of unused sick leave up to a maxnnum of 165 days of additional
retirement credits.
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ARTICLE VII
Health Insurance
1. The employer agrees to provide employees with the Blue CrosslBlue Shield Blue Million
Plan for single or family coverage.
2. The Board of Education shall pay a portion of the basic Blue Cross/Blue Shield (Basic) and
Blue Million Preferred, full outpatient, and $5.00 Rx Rider (Riders) in accordance with the
following schedule:
1999-99 - 75% of Basic and 75% of Riders
1999-00 - 75% of Basic and 75% of Riders
2000-01 - 75% of Basic and 75% of Riders
The following limitations shall apply:
(A) Basic family Blue CrosslBlue Shield premiums will be paid on the basis of one-month
premium for each month worked. In other words, a ten-month employee would get
10/12 of a twelve-month employee's benefit.
(B) The employer shall pay one-half the premium cost for Blue Cross/Blue Shield
coverage for employees working less than four hours per day. This pro-rating shall be
in effect for single and family premiums.
(C) The cost of all riders, including but not limited to Blue Million Major Medical rider,
Outpatient rider, and $5.00 Co-pay Prescription' Drug rider, shall be borne as
stipulated in #2.
3. The district shall be permitted to select a health insurance carrier other than Blue
Cross/Blue Shield in its discretion provided that the coverage under the new carrier is at
least equal to the coverage under the present plan. Before the district changes coverage, it
will verify equal coverage with CSEA.
4. The union may explore riders to the Blue Cross/Blue Shield Plan or comparable coverage
and notify the district at least 90 days in advance of a proposed commencement date. Such
notification shall include the statement that over half the employees in the bargaining unit
have consented to or requested such riders. The district shall add such riders at the
participating employees' expense.
- 12 -
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ARTICLE VIII
Flex Plan
The Penn Yan Central School District shall allow CSEA employees to participate in the
Health Insurance Premium and Dependent Care portions of the BC/BS Flexible Spending Plan.
This program shall be at no cost to the Penn Yan Central School District. Enrollment periods
shall be subject to appropriate BC/BS regulation.
1. The Plan shall be at no cost to the Penn Yan Central School District. For purposes of this
agreement, a net cost exceeding one thousand dollars ($1,000) will allow the District to seek
discontinuance of the Plan. In order to facilitate a mutual understanding of the Distric.t's
economic exposure, all financial accounts for the Plan will be made available to the
Association at any time.
2. Enrollment periods shall be subject to appropriate Blue Cross/Blue Shield regulations.
3. .- Participating unit members who contribute to the Flexible Spending Plan $1,000 or less per
year may submit medical, dental or vision expenses to the extent not reimbursable through
insurance to Blue Cross/Blue Shield, up to their total contribution, at any time during that
year. All participating unit members who contribute more than $1,000 per year shall not
submit to Blue Cross/Blue Shield any medical, dental, or vision expenses to the extent not
reimbursable through insurance which exceed the $1,000 amount until adequate funds to
cover these additional expenses have been collected from the unit member through payroll
deduction.
4. The participating unit members shall reimburse the District for any monies advanced on
their behalf to cover non-reimbursed medical, dental or vision expenses under the plan.
5. The Plan will run concurrent with the District's fiscal year. If at any time after the
implementation of the Plan, the Penn Yan Central School District determines that the Blue
Cross/Blue Shield Flexible Spending Plan is exceeding the cost parameters as established in
Section 1 of this agreement, and the Association agrees that those parameters have been
exceeded, the parties may elect to discontinue the Plan for the following fiscal year and will
not accept any new participants as of the date of the mutual decision to discontinue.
Should the application of the cost parameters be in dispute, that dispute will be submitted
immediately to expedited arbitration. The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and
binding. Until such third party decision is rendered, the Plan shall remain in effect. In any
.event, the District will continue to sponsor the Plan for the remainder of the enrollment
year.
6. Any unit member who wishes to enroll in the Plan must complete an enrollment form in
June of each year.
7. The administrative fee shall be the responsibility of the participating unit member.
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8. Any and all monies remaining in the fund at the end of any Plan year shall be equally
divided by the number of unit members who have enrolled for the next Plan year. The
resulting dollar amount shall be applied to the administrative fee referenced in the preceding
paragraph above for each of those unit members so enrolled in the next Plan year.
- 14 -
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ARTICLE IX
Seniority
1. Seniority shall be defined as the length of continuous service with the employer.
2. All employees not covered under the Civil Service Law for layoff purposes shall have their
seniority determine the order to be followed within each job classification. The employee
with the least seniority shall be the first to be laid off until the total number of employees
required to decrease forces shall be established. Having exhausted hislher seniority in
hislher current title, the laid off employee shall exercise hislher seniority to displace an
employee with lesser seniority than he/she occupying a job title on the same promotional
ladder, (Example: Custodian to Cleaner). Recalls shall be in the inverse order of layoff.
3. As used in Section 1, continuous service includes only those periods when an employee is
on the employer's active payroll and those periods when an employee is (a) on leave of
absence (employees on unpaid leave of absence do not accrue seniority or employee
benefits); (b) on layoff for a period not to exceed one year; (c) on sick leave or while absent
because of an occupational injury or disease and (d) such other periods of service, if any, as
the Civil Service Law requires to be treated as part of the employee's continuous service.
4. Subject to the applicable provisions of the Civil Service Law, if any, an employee loses
hislher seniority only when one or more of the following occurs: he/she resigns (unless
he/she is reinstated within the period permitted by any provision of the Civil Service Law
applicable to himlher); he/she is discharged; he/she retires; he/she refuses a recall.
5. If two or more employees are hired or appointed on the same date, their relative seniority
shall be cast by lot.
After work priorities and work necessities determined in the discretion of the district or its
supervisors, seniority shall be the determining factor in the assignment of vacations,
personal days and shift preference.
7. As a general rule, no person will be hired by the employer at a salary or hourly wages
which exceed the starting salary or hourly wage.
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(,; ARTICLE X
Requests For Transfer Or Promotion
1. In the determination of requests for voluntary reassignment and/or transfer, the best interest
of the school system will be fulfilled. Posting will be made five working days prior to
filling the vacancy and remain posted for five working days at all schools.
2. During the period of January 1 - June 30 (Second 1/2) and due to the nature of some
competitive positions, the administration reserves the right to fill these vacancies from the
Civil Service list on a temporary basis and/or execute the transfer. Applicants shall be
considered to assume the duties of the position vacated at the beginning of the new school
year.
3. Employees should be informed about the need for involuntary transfers and an attempt
should be made to secure volunteers to accept the vacant position from those meeting the
qualifications. An involuntary transfer or reassignment will be made only after a meeting
has been held with the employee and the immediate supervisor involved. In the
determination of involuntary reassignment and/or transfer the best interests of the school
district will be fulfilled.
- 16 -
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ARTICLE XI
Vacations
1. During the first fiscal year of employment, each twelve-month full-time employee shall
receive apaid vacation according to the following schedule:
Date of Initial Employment
(Only complete month considered)
May - June
April
March.
February
January
December
November
October
September
August
July
Number of Vacation Days
After July 1 Following
o
. 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
2. After first fiscal year of employment, each twelve-month employee shall receive a paid
vacation according to the following schedule:
Completion of Consecutive
Years of Employment
1-5
6
7
8
9
10-14
Number of Vacation Days
After July 1
10
11
12
13
14
15
One additional day per years 15-19 for a maximum of twenty days.
Two additional days per year after completion of twenty years of employment for a
maximum of twenty two days.
.,j. Request for vacation shall be submitted, in writing, to the employee's immediate supervisor
at least two weeks in advance of the vacation. Approval for a request to take vacation time
during the summer shall be based upon the needs of the District and availability of
substitute personnel. Clerical employees are encouraged to take their vacation time
between July 15th and August 15th..
4. The vacation periods in a school system, which has to operate around attendance days for
pupils, must be so arranged as .to provide needed staff when school is in operation. The
.
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prime criterion used in determining specific vacation dates will be coverage of district
responsibilities. Therefore, the district would agree to accepting written request to the
appropriate supervisor for vacation period during the school year one month in advance.
5. Vacation time shall be taken in the fiscal year during which. it is earned. A maximum of 5
days can be carried over for one year.
6. Upon death, retirement or other type of separation from service, the Employer shall pay
the employee or his beneficiary or estate, as the case may be, vacation earned the previous
year but unused during the current year at the employee's then current rate of pay.
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ARTICLE XII
Sick Leave
1.
.
A permanent full-time employee shall accumulate paid sick leave at a rate of one (1) day
per month, i.e., ten-month workers, ten (10) days; eleven-month workers, eleven (11) days;
twelve-month workers, twelve (12) days, cumulative to one hundred seventy (170) days
maximum, cumulative amount. One-half (1/2) of an employee's yearly sick leave (as
defined above) may be used for illness in the immediate family: own grandparents, father,
mother, sister, brother, wife, husband, child, mother-in-law, father-in-law or previously
identified person who may replace one of the above and qualify as "immediate family."
2. Part-time employees who transfer to a position involving additional hours and/or full-time
employment shall have their accumulated sick leave adjusted to correspond with the new
appointment. As an example, a half-time employee with twenty days would be credited
with ten (10) days for a newly assumed full-time assignment.
3. Paid sick leave is similar to an "insurance policy" and provides paid time off for days of
personal sickness or physical disability. It is not applicable to loss of time due to injury or
disability incurred while working for an employer other than the Penn Yan Central School
District. This paragraph shall not effect an employee's entitlement to paid sick leave for
injury or disability incurred while self- employed.
4. In reporting an absence for personal or family illness or disability, the employee shall
advise the building principal or department head of the nature of the illness or disability and
its probable duration.
5. The employer reserves the right to require a doctor's certificate verifying the employee's
illness or disability as a condition of granting paid sick leave in any case of suspected abuse.
The cost of the doctor's certification of verification will be the district's.
6. Any employee who has been absent for twenty (20) or more days shall before the end of
the school day prior to his return to work, notify the administration of his or her expected
return. The employer may require a physical examination or a mental examination prior to
the return to work in any case where, in the sole discretion of the employer, it is deemed
necessary. Such examination shall be at the expense of the employer.
7. Upon returning to work following a period of compensated personal illness or disability,
the employee will sign and file an absence verification form generated by the business
office.
8. A ten-month employee who becomes sick or disabled and whose sickness or disability
continues through the end of a school year or during the summer months when school is not
in session and who remains sick or disabled at the beginning of school the following fall
shall not be entitled to any paid sick leave until such time as the employee has returned to
full normal service for the employer. At that time the employee shall receive any remaining
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sick leave accrued to his benefit for the period of his absence after the summer recess.
When the district receives: (1) assurance that the employee will return to work, and (2)
medical verification of the inability to return to school when school reopens, an employee
may access accumulated sick leave upon "the opening of school. The district reserves the
right to terminate the access for abuse of the agreement.
9. In the event of an extended illness, which is defined as ten consecutive working days or 14
consecutive days, an employee shall be required to submit a statement from his/her doctor
or attending physician stating the employee's fitness to return to work. This statement
should be submitted two working days before the return to work when possible. In any
event, the statement is to be submitted before the employee returns to work. Permission to
return to work shall be conditional pending the school physician's approval.
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ARTICLE XIII
Sick Leave Bank
1. A sick leave bank will be established for use by unit members. The sick leave bank is for
the purpose of making additional sick leave available to unit employees who are suffering
from long-term illness or injury, and who have exhausted their personal accumulated sick
leave. For the purposes of this provision, the definition of "long-term serious illness or
injury" shall include only those illnesses or injuries which are unforeseen, long-term and/or
catastrophic.
2. The following criteria will be applied to the use, installation and management of the sick
leave bank:
a. Unit member may elect to join the sick leave bank in September of any school year by
donating only two (2) of his/her accumulated sick days to the bank.
b. Days donated by unit members are cumulative from year to year.
c. Reassessment of days shall only occur if the number of banked days falls to twenty-
five (25). If a member elects not to be reassessed he/she will no longer be a member
for the balance of that year, but may rejoin in a future year (see letter "a" above).
d. The total number of days within the sick leave bank will not exceed two (2) times the
number of unit members employed by the District.
e. The Superintendent will administer the sick leave bank.
f. Only bank members may draw from the bank, and to do so must:
1.
2.
3.
Have a documented, serious illness,
Have exhausted their own accumulated sick leave,
Apply to the Superintendent, in writing, within ten (10) working days prior to
use of the bank, when possible.
g. Bank members may draw a maximum of seventy-five days per year from the bank.
h. The Superintendent of Schools shall inform the Association of the status of the sick
leave bank prior to October 15, of each year.
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ARTICLE XIV
Personal Leave
1. Subject to the approval of the appropriate supervisor, all permanent district employees will
be granted two (2) days for personal leave reasons. The employee must complete and sign
an application, in the form appended to this agreement, and submit it to his or her
supervisor at least two full school days in advance of the day requested, except in cases of
extreme emergency. If one or both of the personal days are not used by the employee
during the school year, then they will be added to the employee's accumulated sick leave.
2. No more than the number shown in each of the four groups (custodial and maintenance,
clerical and aides, food service and health services) will be permitted to take personal leave -
days simultaneously.
Custodian and Maintenance
Cafeteria
Clerical and Aides
Health Services
3
2
2
1
3. Personal leave days will not be permitted on the day immediately preceding or the day
immediately following school vacation holidays.
4. In cases of extreme emergency and or extreme circumstances, an individual employee may
make application for personal leave to exceed quota provisions as shown in 2 or 3 above.
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ARTICLE XV
Bereavement Leave
1. Absence because of death in the immediate family: For each occurrence, bereavement leave
absence of three (3) days will be granted for death in the immediate family (own or spouse's
grandparents, father, mother, sister, brother, wife, husband, child, mother-in-law, father-in-
law, grandchild, and person identified who may replace one of the above and qualify as
"immediate family" must be on file and approved by the Superintendent of Schools);
absence of one (1) day will be granted for the death of an aunt, uncle, niece or nephew.
2. Bereavement leave shall be accounted for separately from personal leave.
3. Bereavement leave in excess of three (3) consecutive days shall not normally be allowed;
however, extraordinary cases involving multiple deaths or extended travel shall be
considered on an individual basis. In such instance the Superintendent at hislher discretion
may grant up to an additional 3 bereavement leave days. This clause is not to be
interpreted as guaranteeing an employee more than three consecutive bereavement leave
days as provided in paragraph 1.
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ARTICLE XVI
Workers' Compensation
1. An employee injured while in performance of his assigned duties may be eligible for
Workers' Compensation benefits. If lost t~me occurs as a result of such injury, the
employee must sign a consignment form for delivery to the insurance carrier, designating
the district as beneficiary before the district will allow the borrowing of available sick days
until such accumulation of sick days is eliminated. The employee will then go off payroll
and on the Compensation Board payment plan. When the case is settled officially by the
Workers' Compensation Board, the sick days borrowed will be returned to the employee's
sick time reserve.
2. In the event that a Workers' Compensation carrier reimburses the employer for wages paid
pursuant to paragraph 1 above, during an employee's absence from the job, the amount of
the Workers' Compensation reimbursement shall be divided by the daily wage of the
employee, and the employee's sick leave account shall be credited with the equivalent
number of days as reimbursed by the carrier. In the calculation of number of days for
reimbursement to the sick leave account, fractional days less than one-half days will not be
credited, but fractions more than one-half will be credited as a full day.
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ARTICLE XVIII
Grievances and Arbitration
1. For the purpose of this agreement, a grievance shall be defined as a dispute or controversy
between an individual employee covered by this agreement and the employer arising out of
the application or interpretation of this agreement; or a grievance as defined by Section
682, Subdivision 4 of Article 16 of the General Municipal Law. Contract language
pertaining to in-service programs shall not be a subject of dispute under this Article.
2. This inclusion in this article of grievance as defined by Article 16, Section 682, Subdivision
4 of the General Municipal Law is intended to substitute the grievance and arbitration
procedure of this agreement for the grievance procedure which the employer previously
adopted under the terms of Article 16 of the General Municipal Law and which is required
by said law, and upon the effective date of this agreement the grievance and arbitration
procedure in this agreement shall be the only such procedure available to employees
covered by this agreement.
3. It is expressly understood and agreed by the parties that the grievance and arbitration
procedure provided for in this agreement does nqt apply to and, is not intended as, a
substitute or an alternative for any action permitted by, or required of, the employer under
any article of the State and Local Civil Service Law or rules.
4. The purpose of this article is to provide the sole method for the settlement of grievances
as defined herein and such grievances shall be settled in accordance with the following
procedure:
STEP 1 - Applies to all employees under this agreement except clerical workers who go
directly to Step 2.
Grievances shall be presented orally by the aggrieved employee to his immediate supervisor
(regardless of whether that supervisor is a member of the negotiating unit) with or without
his association representative at the employee's option, and within ten (10) working days
from the date of knowledge of the cause or occurrence giving rise to the grievance. If
discussion of the grievance with the immediate supervisor does not result in resolution of
the grievance then:
STEP 2 - The aggrieved employee shall submit his signed written grievance to the next
level of supervision within his department or branch of government within ten (10) working
days from this date of the initial discussion of the grievance with his in1l11ediatesupervisor.
If the level of supervision described above is the superintendent of schools, Step 2 and Step
3 below shall be combiped. After receipt of a written grievance at this step, the supervisor
receiving the grievance shall convene a meeting, within ten (10) working days of the date the
written grievance was received by him, between the aggrieved employee, his association
representative and the supervisor or other representative of the employer for the purpose
of resolving the grievance. If the grievance is not resolved as a result of this meeting then
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tnot later than three (3) working days following the day the meeting occurred the supervisor
will deliver to the aggrieved employee and his association representative his decision on the
grievance in writing.
STEP 3 - If that decision is unacceptable to the employee, then within three (3) working
days the aggrieved employee may then submit his grievance to the superintendent of
schools who, within ten (10) working days after he receives the written grievance, will
convene a meeting between the aggrieved employee, his association representative and the
superintendent of schools or other representatives of the employer, for the purpose of
resolving the grievance. The superintendent shall render his decision on the grievance
within ten (10) working. days after the meeting between the aggrieved employee and the
superintendent.
STEP 4 - If the aggrieved employee is not satisfied with the decision at Step 3, the
aggrieved party may, within ten (10)' working days after receipt of the superintendent's
decision, submit the grievance to advisory arbitration.
1. The advisory arbitrator shall be chosen by the parties from among a list submitted to
the parties by the Public Employment Relations Board.
2. The parties shall be bound by the rules and procedures of the Public Employment
Relations Board.
3. The decision of the arbitrator shall be advisory only.
4. The cost for the services of the arbitrator, including expenses, if any, shall be borne
equally by the parties.
5. The arbitrator's advisory award shall be submitted to the aggrieved employee and to
the Board of Education.
6. Within twenty (20) days after receipt of the advisory arbitration award, the Board of
Education shall review the advisory award and accept it, reject it, or modify it. This
shall be the final step in the resolution of grievances.
7. Failure to find an answer within the specified time limits set out above shall
automatically move the grievance to the next step.
8. Should there be any dispute between the employer and any employee concerning the
existence of good and sufficient cause for discharge or discipline, such'dispute shall be
adjusted as a grievance in accordance with the terms of this agreement, with the
exception of all discharge or discipline cases which are excluded under this grievance
procedure by virtue of the exclusion of the application of this grievance procedure to
areas subject to the State and Local Civil Service Law and rules, as provided in
paragraph 3 above.
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ARTICLE XIX
General Considerations
1. It is agreed that a maximum of four (4) meetings per year will be held between
representatives of the support services personnel and the superintendent or his designee for
the purpose of finding possible solutions to problems that may have arisen in certain areas
or for a general discussion on present policies.
2. The school district shall provide transportation or reimburse employees for travel expenses
incurred for attendance at workshops, seminars and training sessions approved by the
superintendent of schools or his designee.
3. The Board will continue to support the in-service education program for staff members.
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ARTICLE XX
A2reement
1. Neither party to this agreement shall make any attempt to make any alterations,
modifications, changes or variations of any of the items expressly and specifically covered
by this agreement, except those that are made by mutual agreement, signed and appended
hereto.
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ARTICLE XXI
Savine Cia use
1. In the event that any article or section of this agreement shall be determined by a court of
competent jurisdiction to be null, void, unenforceable, such decisions shall not affect any of
the other provisions of this agreement, which shall continue in full force and effect.
2. If a determination or decision is made as per paragraph 1 of this article, the original parties
to this agreement shall convene as soon as reasonably possible for the purpose of
negotiating a satisfactory replacement for such articles or parts thereof.
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ARTICLE XXII
Dismissal For Emere:ency School Closine:
1. On days when school does not open due to emergency conditions (as declared by the
superintendent) employees other than bus drivers who are required to report to work by
their supervisors will be paid at a rate double their hourly rate for hours worked in excess of
thirty (30) minutes after the school closing announcement is made. On days when school
opens and then closes because of emergency conditions (as declared by the superintendent)
employees other than bus drivers who are required to work by their supervisors in excess
of 30 minutes after students' dismissal will be paid at their regular daily rate. Any
employee who is dismissed early or is told not to report to work because of emergency
conditions (as declared by the superintendent) will be paid his regular daily rate. However,
such employee shall work without additional compensation on any and all days designated
as make-up days. All employees shall receive their regular daily rate of pay for days school
is closed due to emergency conditions (as declared by the superintendent) other than those
conditions provided for above. However, such employees shall work without additional
compensation on any and all days designated as make-up days for days missed by an
emergency closing.
2. When the media announcement closing schools is made before or during the 6:00 a.m.
report, no employee, other than those called in, is paid for having come to work prior to the
announcement.
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ARTICLE XXIII
Lunch Break
1. Any employee required to work during his or her regularly scheduled lunch period by any
district administrator shall be paid his or her regular rate for time worked or time and one
half for any time worked over the designated work week (40 hours per week for custodial
and cafeteria employees and 37 1/2 hours per week for all other employees).
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ARTICLE XXIV
Personnel Files
1. No material related to an employee's conduct, performance, character or personality which
is derogatory in nature shall be placed in an employee's personnel file without notification
to the employee. The employee shall be given the opportunity to read such material and
shall acknowledge that he has read same by affixing his signature on the material to be filed,
with the understanding that such signature merely acknowledges that the employee has read
such material and does not indicate agreement with its contents. Pre-hire materials are
excluded from employee perusal.
2. An employee shall have the opportunity to review his personnel file in the presence of an
appropriate district official upon five (5) days notice and to place in such file a response
within five (5) calendar days of reasonable length to anything contained therein which the
employee deems to be adverse. .
3. The employer agrees that there shall be no more than one (1) personnel file on any
employee covered by this agreement.
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ARTICLE XXV
Gender Neutral
1. Whenever the context so requires, the use of the words in this agreement in the singular
shall be construed to include the plural and words in the plural, the singular. Words,
whether they be in the masculine, feminine or neutral genders, shall be construed to include
all of said genders. By use of the aforementioned genders, it is understood that it is for
convenience purposes only and that said use is not to be interpreted to be discriminatory
by reason of sex.
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ARTICLE XXVI
Employee Status
1. Classification - An employee will be classified as: (a) full-time, (b) part-time, (c)
temporary/seasonal or (d) substitute.
2. Full-time Employees: A full-time employee is a permanent employee covered by this
agreement who is employed for the school calendar year or a calendar year basis, to work
half-time or more of the scheduled work week assigned to the employee's full-time job
classification.
3. Part-time Employees: - A part-time employee is a permanent employee covered by this
agreement who is employed for a school year or calendar year basis, to work less than one-
half (1/2) of the normal work week assigned to the employee's job classification.
4. A Temporary/Seasonal employee is an employee employed for a specific job assignment
and for a specific period of time, not to exceed thirty (30) consecutive calendar days at any
one time, nor ninety (90) days within a calendar year.
5. A Substitute employee is an employee employed to fill the position of a full-time and/or
part-time employee who is absent from work.
6. Full-time and/or part-time employees, if available, shall be offered any available substitute
and/or temporary/seasonal work prior to the utilization of a temporary/seasonal or
substitute employee.
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ARTICLE XXVII
Transportation Department Emplovees
1. The term "regular driver" means a driver who is regularly assigned the responsibility for
accomplishment of a run or runs on a daily basis.
2. Drivers will receive one hundred-and-eighty (180) days minimum per school year. Days
worked in excess of one hundred-and-eighty (180) will be paid at the driver's regular rate of
compensation.
3. Extra trip rates shall be paid at the following rates:
A. First 4 hours - $8.75 per hour (effective July 1, 1999 - $9.00 per hour).
B. Over 4 hours - $7.00 per hour (effective July 1, 1999 - $7.50 per hour).
Extra trips are separate agreements with the district. Therefore, the salary rates as stated
are in effect under all conditions.
4. Buses will be washed by the district.
5. Field trip procedures shall remain as the current practice and shall be posted at the bus
garage.
6. All employees required to take physical exams prior to the commencement of the school
year will be examined by a physician at a time and place designated by the district without
cost to the employee.
7. Eligibility for meal cost reimbursement requires that the driver was on duty and engaged in
district business, out of the district after 7:00 p.m. and out-of-district on extra trips known
as "all-day" trips. Payments for meals shall only be made when receipts are submitted, and
such payments shall not exceed $5.00 for breakfa'st and/or lunch and $10.00 for dinner.
8. Attendance at required district meetings shall be compensated at the employee's regular rate
of pay.
9. Drivers utilized as "trainers" shall be paid at their regular rate of pay.
10. Drivers who report to work on days when school is closed because of snow or for other
reasons, provided that they have not been reached by telephone or the radio station
designated has not carried an appropriate announcement, will be paid one (1) hour pay at
their regular hourly rate.
11. Route Timing Procedures shall remain as the current practice and shall be posted at the bus
garage.
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12. There will be a written procedure manual for all Penn Yan School bus employees.
13. Drivers shall progress up the salary schedule in a manner consistent with other unit
members.
14. Drivers who regularly drive during the summer may use up to one (1) sick day per month
for personal illness. The sick time will be deducted from the driver's accumulated sick time.
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Personal Leave Day Request
BOARD OF EDUCATION
PENN YAN CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
PENNYAN,NY 14527
Date of Request
Employee's Name
Position
Building
Date of Absence
Check One: AM
PM
All Day
Other
Signature Of Employee
Signature Of Supervisor
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Type of Leave
Approved YES NO
BUSINESS MANAGER DATE
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CLERICAL STAFF
Specific Area Decision
1. The regular work day will consist of seven and one-half (7 1/2) hours, exclusive of meal
breaks. The meal break shall be established for each employee with the immediate
administrator. The employee will receive written confirmation of his or her daily schedule.
During July and August, the regular work day will consist of six and one-half (6 1/2) hours.
However, these hours may be extended to seven and one-half if requested by the building
administrator. Fifty-two (52) week clerical employees shall work two and one-half (2 1/2)
days during Christmas and Spring recess, a period of at least one week duration.
2. The normal work week is thirty-seven and one-half (37 1/2) hours.' .
3. Time and one-half (11/2) will be paid for time worked in excess of 37 1/2 hours per week.
4. When hourly rates are shown, gross pay for a given pay period will be computed by
multiplying actual hours worked times the appropriate hourly rate.
REGISTERED NURSES
Specific Area Decisions
1. The regular work day will consist of seven and one-half (7 1/2) hours, exclusive of meal
breaks. The meal break shall be established for each employee with the immediate
administrator. The employee will receive written confirmation of his or her daily schedule.
During July and August, the regular work day will consist of six and one-half (6 1/2) hours.
However, these may be extended if requested by the building administrator.
2. The normal work week is thirty-seven and one-half (37 1/2) hours.
'"j. Time and one-half (1 1/2) will be paid for time worked in excess of 37 1/2 hours per week.
4. Scheduled salaries shown are hourly rates. Gross pay for a given pay period will be
computed by multiplying actual hours times the appropriate hourly rate (including summer
hours).
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TEACHER AIDES - MONITORS
Specific Area Decisions
1.
,
The regular work day will be assigned by the appropriate building principal. The meal
break time(s) shall be established for each employee with the immediate administrator. The
employee will receive written confirmation of his or her daily schedule. Teacher aides will
normally be employed only for periods of time when students are in attendance. Additional
time shall be at the discretion of the building principal with the approval of the business
administrator.
2. Teacher aides shall not, be required to have full responsibility for the classroom in a
teacher's absence.
3. Scheduled salaries shown are hourly rates. Gross pay for a given pay period will be
computed by multiplying actual hours tinies the appropriate hourly rate.
4. Time and one-half (1 1/2) will be paid for time worked in excess of 37 1/2 hours per week.
CUSTODIAL STAFF
Specific Area Decisions
1. The regular work day will consist of eight (8) hours exclusive of meal breaks. The meal
break time shall be established for each employee with the immediate administrator. The
employee will receive written confirmation of his or her daily schedule.
2. Time and one-half (1 1/2) will be paid for hours worked in excess of 40 hours per week.
..,
.J. Double time will be paid for time worked on holidays. Time and one half will be paid for
time worked on Sundays.
4. When hourly rates are shown, gross pay for a given pay period will be computed by
multiplying actual hours worked times the appropriate hourly rate.
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CAFETERIA STAFF
Specific Area Decisions
1. Length of work day will be determined by the cafeteria manager. Generally the hours will
range from three (3) to six (6) hours per day. The work schedule will be the same as that
school is in session, unless otherwise requested by the cafeteria manager. The meal break
time shall be established for each employee with the immediate administrator. The
employee will receive written confirmation of his or her daily schedule.
2. In the event of the temporary absence of a cafeteria worker, those working fewer hours than
the absentee who are qualified shall have the first opportunity to substitute.
3. Scheduled salaries shown are hourly rates. Gross pay for a given pay period will be
computed by mtiltiplying actual hours worked times the appropriate hourly rate.
4. Time and one-half (11/2) will be paid for time worked in excess of 40 hours per week.
5. Cafeteria employees shall receive a free lunch.
6. An additional stipend will be granted above base hourly wages to head cooks of all
buildings, including mileage as follows:
Branchport - $275.00
Middle School- $500.00
PYE, PYA - $500.00
7. The food service helper who is designated by the school lunch manager to normally assume
the duties of a school lunch cashier shall be paid an additional twenty five cents (25~) per
hour effective July 1, 1999.
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I Sr. Stenographer
2 Sr. Account Clerk
Purchasing Clerk
3 Receptionist
Keyboard Specialist
School Bus Dispatcher
4 Clerk
Library Clerk
5 Registered Professional Nurse
6 Occupational Therapist
7 Teacher Aide
School Monitor
School Bus Attendant
School Traffic Aide
8 Senior Automotive Mechanic
9 Head Custodian
10 Building Maintenance Worker
Courier
Clerk/Messenger
12 Building Maint. Mechanic
13 Custodian
14 Custodial Worker
15 Cook
16 Food Service Helper
School Lunch Cashier
17 School Bus Driver
18 Automotive Mechanic
19 Pre-K Program Parent Asst.
20 Baker
~
$18,144
$17,256
$17,256
$17,195
$17,195
$18,342
$11,779
$11,779
$16,418
$23,502
$7.92
$7.92
$7.92
$7.92
$30,462
$29,838
$23,272
$23,272
$23,272
$22,626
$21,399
$20,667
$9,244
$7.87
$7.87
$11.56
$25,425
$18,044
$8,870
I
PENN YAN CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
CSEA SALARY SCHEDULE
For the Period of July 1, 1998 - June 30, 1999
Steo 2
$19,254
$18,467
$18,467
$18,306
$ 18,306
$19,526
$12,519
$12,519
$17,535
$24,969
$8.35
$8.35
$8.35
$8.35
$31,560
$30,936
$24,197
$24,197
$24,197
$22,552
$23,346
$21,01 I
$9,725
$8.27
$8.27
$12.41
$26,609
$19,002
$9,398
Steo 3
$20,384
$19,678
$19,678
$19,416
$19,416
$20,710
$13,260
$13,260
$18,667
$26,450
$8.79
$8.79
$8.79
$8.79
$32,636
$32,012
$25, I45
$25, I45
$25, I45
$24,499
$23,293
$2 I,356
$10,217
$8.68
$8.68
$13.25
$27,771
$19,959
$9,798
Steo 4
$2 I,494
$20,889
$20,889
$20,546
$20,546
$21,916
$14,000
$14,000
$19,799
$27,93 I
$9.23
$9.23
$9.23
$9.23
$33,713
$33,089
$26,070
$26,070
$26,070
$25,425
$24,24 I
$21,700
$10,709
$9.09
$9.09
$14.09
$28,934
$20,916
$10,261
Steo 5
$22,625
$22, I00
$22,100
$2 I,656
$21,656
$23,100
$14,755
$14,755
$20,9 17
$29,398
$9.67
$9.67
$9.67
$9.67
$34,789
$34, I86
$27,018
$27,018
$27,018
$26,350
$25, 188
$22,045
$11,189
$9.49
$9.49
$14.94
$30,096
$2 I,854
$10,720
"
15 Cook
16 Food Service Helper
School Lunch Cashier
"-"'--' ~....17 School Bus Driver
...
18 Automotive Mechanic
Step I - is the entry level wage rate.
Step 2
- is the wage rate effective upon appointment to permanent status.
Step 3
-
is the wage rate to be effective on the July Isty occurring at least six, but not more than 18 months after appointment to permanent status.
Step 4 - is the wage rate effective one year after attaining Step 3.
Step 5 - is the wage rate effective one year after attaining Step 4.
Those off schedule (not entitled to a wage step movement) shall receive a three and one half percent (3.5%) base wage increase above their 1997-98 base wage for 1998-99.
Shift Diff~rential- A SO/hour stipend should be earned by positions working a majority of their hours between 5:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m.
For Employees hired before July 1, 1995
Estimated
Annual
Hours
1,950
1,950
1,950
1,950
1,950
2,080
1,350
1,350
1,350
1,350
NA
NA
NA
NA
2,080
2,080
2,080
2,080
2,080
2,080
2,080
2,080
1,080
NA
NA
NA
2,080
1,350
1,080
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PENN YAN CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
CSEA SALARY SCHEDULE "
For Employees hired before July 1, 1995 For the Period of July J, J999 - June 30, 2000
Estimated
Annual. For Employees hired after July 1, 1995
Hours ~Steo 2 Steo 3 Steo 4 Steo 5 ~Steo 2 Steo 3 Steo 4 Steo 5
Sr. Stenographer 1,950 $18,734 $19,880 $21,047 $22,193 $23,360 I Sr. Stenographer $9.61 $10.19 $10.79 $11.38 $11.98
.....__~.....".._y"'..,._II.,1" owr-~""~"TIIIIF"f.~~.......tr ,........... ....
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2 Sr. Account Clerk 1,950 $17,817 $19,067 $20,317 $21,568 $22,818 2 Sr. Account Clerk $9.14 . $9.78 $10.42 $11.06 $11.70
Purchasing Clerk 1,950 $17,817 $19,067 $20,317 $21,568 $22,818 Purchasing Clerk $9.14 $9.78 $10.42 $11.06 $11. 70
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3 Receptionist 1,950 $17,765 $18,915 $20,047 $21,214 $22,360 3 Receptionist $9.11 $9.70 $10.28 $10.88 $11.47
Keyboard Specialist 1,950 $17,765 $18,915 $20,047 $21,214 $22,360 Keyboard Specialist $9.11 $9.70 $10.28 $10.88 $11.47
School Bus Dispatcher 2,080 $18,949 $20,176 $21,383 $22,628 $23,850 School Bus Dispatcher $9.11 $9.70 $10.28 $10.88 $11.47
..,...."~'Wr1I!"....... __Y1\o__..._____.___.....- ..__~~,......,._tI"< . ".1,~~.".......... . .. "!'~...-~..__ , -....
4 Clerk 1,350 $12,162 $12,926 $13,691 $14,455 $15,234 4 Clerk $9.01 $9.57 $10.14 $10.71 $11.28
. Library Clerk 1,350 $12,162 $12,926 $13,691 $14,455 $15,234 Library Clerk $9.01 $9.57 $10.14 $10.71 $11.28
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-' -5 Registered Professional Nurse 1,350 $16,951 $18,105 $19,274 $20,453 $21,597 5 Registered Professional Nurse $12.56 $13.41 $14.28 $15.15 $16.00
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6 Occupational Therapist 1,350 $24,266 $25,780 $27,310 $28,839 $30,362 6 Occupational Therapist $17.98 $19.10 $20.23 $21.36 $22.49
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7 Teacher Aide NA $8.18 $8.62 $9.08 $9.53 $9.98 7 Teacher Aide $8.18 $8.62 $9.08 $9.53 $9.98
School Monitor NA $8.18 $8.62 $9.08 $9.53 $9.98 School Monitor $8.18 $8.62 $9.08 $953 $9.98
School Bus Attendant NA $8.18 $8.62 $9.08 $9.53 $9.98 School Bus Attendant $8.18 $8.62 $9.08 $9.53 $9.98
School Traffic Aide NA $8.18 $8.62 $9.08 $9.53 $9.98 School Traffic Aide $8.18 $8.62 $9.08 $9.53 $9.98
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8 Senior Automotive Mechanic 2,080 $31,470 $32,586 $33,697 $34,819 $35,920 8 Senior Automotive Mechanic $15.13 $15.67 $16.20 $16.74 $17.27
r .
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9 I-lead Custodian 2,080 $30,826 $31,941 $33,053 $34,174 $35,298 9 Head Custodian $14.82 $15.36 $15.89 $16.43 $16.97
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10 Building Maintenance Worker 2,080 $24,028 $24,984
'
$25,962 $26,918 $27,896 10 Building Maintenance Worker $11.55 $12.01 $12.48 $12.94 $13.41
Courier 2,080 $24,028 $24,984 $25,962 $26,918 $27,896 Courier $11.55 $12.01 $12.48 $12.94 $13.41
Clerk/M essenger 2,080 $24,028 $24,984 $25,962 $26,918 $27,896 Clerk/Messenger $11.55 $12.01 $12.48 $12.94 $13.41
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12 Building Main!. Mechanic 2,080 $23,361 $24,317 $25,295 $26,251 $27,207 12 Building Main!. Mechanic $11.23 $11.69 $12.16 $12.62 $13.08
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13 Custodian 2,080 $22,094 $23,072 $24,050 $25,028 $26,006 13 Custodian $10.62 $11.09 $11.56 $12.03 $12.50
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-14 Custodial Worker** 2,080 $21,611 $21,944 $22,318 $22,655 $23,026 14 Custodial Worker** $10.39 $10.55 $10.73 $10.89 $11.07
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15 Cook 1,080 $9,545 $10,041 $10,549 $11,057 $11,553 15 Cook $8.84 $9.30 $9.77 $10.24 $10.70
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-16 Food Service Helper NA $8.13 $8.54 '$8.97 $9.39 $9.80 16 Food Service Helper $8.13 $8.54 $8.97 $9.39 $9.80
School Lunch Cashier NA $8.13 $8.54 $8.97 $9.39 $9.80 School Lunch Cashier $8.13 $8.54 $8.97 $9.39 $9.80
r-t~
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-17 School Bus Driver NA $11.94 $12.81 $13.68 $14.55 $15.43 17 School Bus Driver $11.94 $12.81 $13.68 $14.55 $15.43
~.
18 Automotive Mechanic 2,080 $26,251 $27,473 $28,674 $29,874 $31,074 18 Automotive Mechanic $12.62 $13.21 $13.79 $14.36 $14.94
l' .- -.
~19Pre-K Program Parent Ass!. 1,350 $18,630 $19,629 $20,608 $21,596 $22,572 19 Pre-K Program Parent Ass!. $13.80 $14.54 $15.26 $16.00 $16.72
f;1\\'!Y'
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20 Baker 1,080 $9,158 $9,631 $10,116 $10,595 $11,068 20 Baker $8.48 $8.92 $9.37 $9.81 $10.25
Step 1
-
is the entry level wage rate.
Step 2
-
is the wage rate effective upon appointment to permanent status. .
Step 3 - is the wage rate to be effective on the July Isty occurring at least six, but not more than 18 months after appointment to permanent status.
Step 4 - is the wage rate effective one year after attaining Step 3.
Step 5 - is the wage rate effective one year after attaining Step 4.
Those off schedule (not entitled to a wage step movement) shall receive a three and one quarter percent (3.25%) base wage increase above their 1998-99 base wage for 1999-00.
Shift Differential
-
A SO/hour stipend should be earned by positions working a majority of their hours between 5:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m.
**Effective July I, 1999, $250 has been added to each step and $250 has been added to those custodial workers off step. Then the agreed upon wage increase for 1999-2000 (3.25%) has been applied.
The additional $250 is applied in the 1999-2000 school year only.
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lStA SALARY SCHEDULE ~r.
For Employees hired before July 1, 1995 For the Period of July 1, 2000- June 30, 2001
Estimated
Annual For Employees hired after July 1, 1995
Hours
.smu. Steo 2 Steo 3 Steo 4 Steo 5 .smu. Steo 2 Steo 3 . Steo 4 Steo 5
Sr. Stenographer 1,950 $19,296 $20,476 $21,678 $22,859 $24,061 I Sr. Stenographer $9.90 $10.50 $11.12 $11.72 $12.34
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_,.11 J"'~""'Y",,",_ .~~.. ..... ..............f'.,.~... ~~"""'"'_~__ r-_ P'O'-"'.-'"?"" ..""'CW ~.-~..............-~--2 Sr. Account Clerk 1,950 $18,351 $19,639 $20,927 $22,215 $23,503 2 Sr. Account Clerk $9.41 $10.07 $10.73 $1 1.39 $12.05
Purchasing Clerk 1,950 $18,351 $19,639 $20,927 $22,2 15 $23,503 Purchasing Clerk $9.41 $10.07 $£0.73 $11.39 $12.05
.'~1'."III'IIIII'. "~'ISIf':._.l'\r....~r.a:r...,r""'~_,r;Jl,..o1I'I"""r'1""....'71'~~'f"'V"--w""" ...,...,...,...~ 7,;.....
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3 Receptionist 1,950 $18,297 $19,482 $20,648 $2 1,850 $23,030 3 Receptionist $9.38 $9.99 $ 10.59 $11.2 I $11.8I
Keyboard Specialist 1,950 $18,297 $19,482 $20,648 $21,850 $23,030 Keyboard Specialist $9.38 $9.99 $10.59 $11.21 $11.8 I
School Bus Dispatcher 2,080 $18,297 $19,482 $20,648 $2 I ,850 $23,030 Schooll3us Dispatcher $9.38 $9.99 $10.59 $11.21 $11.81
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.....' f''''~......~-~l,~r..... _'i-~'{_.., ~...-....:~4:t~~ ~_...-rA~,....( ...-.._14 Clerk 1,350 $12,526 $13,314 $14,102 $14,889 $15,701 4 Clerk $9.28 $9.86 $10.45 $ I 1.03 $ I 1.63
Library Clerk 1,350 $12,526 $13,314 $14,102 $14,889 $15,701 Library Clerk $9.28 $9.86 $10.45 $11.03 $11.63
.--
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-5 Registered Professional Nurse 1,350 $17,469 $18,649 $19,852 $2 I ,066 $22,245 5 Registered Professional Nurse $12.94 $13.81 $14.71 $15.60 $ 16.48
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6 Occupational Therapist 1,350 $25,002 $26,554 $28, 129 $29,704 $3 1,272 6 Occupational Therapist $ 18.52 $19.67 $20.84 $22.00 $23.16
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II-'~~~~'!J'''''''' .. .-n......".r......_..._...~,r-.........7 Teacher Aide NA $8.43 $8.88 $9.35 $9.82 $10.28 7 Teacher Aide $8.43 $8.88 $9.35 $9.82 $10.28
School Monitor NA $8.43 $8.88 $9.35 $9.82 $10.28 School Monitor $8.43 $8.88 $9.35 $9.82 $10.28
School Bus Attendant NA $8.43 $8.88 $9.35 $9.82 $10.28 School Bus Attendant $8.43 $8.88 $9.35 $9.82 $10.28
School Traffic Aide NA $8.43 $8.88 $9.35 $9.82 $10.28 School Traffic Aide $8.43 $8.88 $9.35 $9.82 $10.28
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------~8 Senior Automotive Mechanic 2,080 $32,415 $33,563 $34,708 $35,864 $36,997 8 Senior Automotive Mechanic $15.58 $16.14 $16.69 $17.24 $17.79
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~;~.""-""--"""..._...,,_...~9 Head Custodian 2,080 $31,750 $32,899 $34,044 $35,200 $36,356 9 Head Custodian $15.26 $15.82 $16.37 $16.92 $1 7.48
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~-10 Building Maintenance Worker 2,080 $24,749 $25,733 $26,741 $27,725 $28,733 10 Building Maintenance Worker $11.90 $12.37 $12.86 $13.33 $13.81
Courier 2,080 $24,749 $25,733 $26,741 $27,725 $28,733 Courier $11.90 $12.37 $12.86 $13.33 $13.81
Clerk/Messenger 2,080 $24,749 $25,733 $26,74 I $27,725 $28,733 Clerk/Messenger $11.90 $12.37 $12.86 $13.33 $13.81
.. ~.~~ ~_...~~. r' oJ___'" . -12 Building Maint. Mechanic 2,080 $24,062 $25,047 $26,054 $27,038 $28,023 12 Building Maint. Mechanic $11.57 $12.04 $12.53 $13.00 $13.47
".......-~~.-.l~..,....._ ~__"r~'r'~ . .-.."'r~_-..r.ftIII!I"'¥'_." ~.~13 Custodian 2,080 $22,757 $23,764 $24,772 $25,779 $26,787 13 Custodian $10.94 $ I 1.43 $11.91 $12.39 $12.88
14 Custodial Worker 2,080 $22,260 $22,602 $22,988 $23,335 $23,716 14 CustodialWorker $10.70 $10.87 $ I 1.05 $11.22 $1 1.40
15 Cook 1,080 $9,839 $ I0,342 $ 10,865 $11,394 $11,899 15 Cook $9.1 I $9.58 $10.06 $10.55 $11.02.
r ~s..
16 Food Service Helper NA $8.37 $8.80 '$9.24 $9.67 $10.09 16 Food Service Helper $8.37 $8.80 $9.24 $9.67 $10.09
School Lunch Cashier NA $8.37 $8.80 $9.24 $9.67 $10.09 School Lunch Cashier $8.37 $8.80 $9.24 $9.67 $10.09
17 School Bus Driver NA $12.30 $13.20 $14.09 $14.99 $15.89 17 School Bus Driver $12.30 $13.20 $14.09 $14.99 $15.89
18 Automotive Mechanic 2,080 $27,038 $28,309 $29,534 $30,770 $32,006 18 Automotive Mechanic $13.00 $13.61 $14.20 $14.79 $15.39
- -~~- ~r-K'~""""""_
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-19 Pre-K Program Parent Ass\. 1,350 $19,189 $20,218 $2 I,226 $22,244 $23,249 19 Pre-K Program Parent Asst. $14.21 $14.98 $15.72 $ 16.48 $17.22
--~20 Baker 1,080 $9,433 $9,920 $10,419 $10,913 $11,400 20 Baker $8.73 $9.19 $9.65 $10.10 $10.56
Step I
-
is the entry level wage rate.
Step 2 - is the wage rate effective upon appointment to permanent status.
Step 3
-
is the wage rate to be effective on the July Isty occurring at least six, but not more than 18 months after appointment to permanent status.
Step 4
-
is the wage rate effective one year after attaining Step 3.
Step 5 - is the wage rate effective one year after attaining Step 4.
Those off schedule (not entitled to a wage step movement) shall receive a three percent (3.0%) hase wage incr;.ense above their 1999-00 base wage for 2000-01.
Shift Differential
-
A SO/hour stipend should be earned by positions working a majority of their hours hetwe«:n 5:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m.
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r MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
Effective July 1, 1998 the four transportation employees who were originally hired by the
Penn Yan Central School District and thereafter were employed by the private sector
transportation carrier and currently remain as Penn Yan Central School employees (Sue
Gettings, Joyce Manley, Joyce Simons and Charles Leach) shall be given credit for their
employment time with the private sector carrier. The credit time shall be for vacation and
longevity payments. There is no retroactive application in this matter.
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